


Congratulations. You’ve taken the first step 

on the path to a new, larger world, a world that 

might just change you in some rather profound 

and lasting ways. 

 Ask pilots, and they’ll tell you. Once they 

took the controls of an aircraft carving through 

the sky a few thousand feet above the ground, 

flying became a part of who they 

are. Most will say the challenge 

has made them more confident, 

independent, and adventurous. 

And, of course, they’ll also tell 

you flying is pure, unadulterated 

fun—especially when you have high confidence 

in your flying abilities.

  And this point illustrates why choosing a 

flight school is so important: regardless of 

how technologically advanced or innovative, 

no aircraft safety feature can ever replace the 

well-trained pilot. So, what should you look for 

in a training organization? You want the best 

training from the best instructors, along with 

access to pilot-friendly aircraft. And you want 

to learn in a safe, comfortable, and dynamic 

environment. Most of all, you want to learn from 

those who have seen and done it all before. Many 

times before. Your local Cessna Pilot Center 

offers all this and much more.

 Whether you intend to fly 

for business or for pleasure, 

becoming a pilot is something 

only a few achieve—less than 

two percent of people in the U.S. 

It takes commitment. It takes an investment in 

time and money. (As nearly everything truly 

worth doing does.) But for the serious, aspiring 

student, learning to fly is within both your grasp 

and your means, and the rewards are sweet.

 You’ve heard the call of flight. Are you ready 

to rise to the occasion and answer it?

some callings 
are higher than others



a pilot’s First good deCision. An important 

part of becoming a pilot is learning to make 

good decisions. And you’re already on your way, 

because training to fly at a Cessna Pilot Center 

is a wise choice. Very wise. 

 Consider these facts: Cessna Pilot Centers 

make up the largest network of flight training 

facilities in the world, and more 

pilots have learned to fly in 

Cessna-built airplanes than in 

any other. It’s no coincidence. 

We just know what pilots need 

better than anyone, and we build 

safe, forgiving airplanes that help more people 

meet the challenge of becoming a pilot.

 Of course, great training takes more than 

great airplanes. It takes top-notch instructors, 

a proven curriculum, and an effective, engaging 

delivery system. Rest assured. When you choose 

a Cessna Pilot Center, you’ll get personalized, 

in-flight training from experienced instructors 

with demonstrated proficiency in the world’s 

most popular aircraft, including those using 

Garmin’s highly advanced G1000® and G300® 

glass cockpits. On the ground, you’ll study on 

your schedule and at your own pace using the 

Cessna Flight Training System, which includes 

our new interactive, Web-based, 

rich-media instruction modules 

that help reinforce your in-flight 

training at every step.

 Bottom line? You can trust 

your training to us, because only 

Cessna brings decades of accumulated flight 

knowledge and an unparalleled understanding 

of aircraft—from the newest light sport aircraft 

to the world’s fastest business jet—to training 

new pilots. We must be doing it right; students 

who learn with us complete their training about 

30 percent faster than the national average.

you’ve landed 
in the right place



Part of what makes learning to fly with Cessna 

such a smart choice is our new proprietary, 

scenario-based Cessna Flight Training System. 

Now delivered as an interactive, customizable, 

and self-paced online training experience, this 

advanced ground course is designed by Cessna 

to coordinate seamlessly 

with Cessna-built training 

aircraft and your in-flight 

lessons. The result is an 

effective learning system 

that emphasizes real-world 

situational awareness, risk 

assessment, flexibility, and decision making.

 When you sign up with a Cessna Pilot Center, 

you’ll receive a new welcome kit that includes 

instructions for getting started and a passkey 

for logging onto the online training program. 

Those pursuing the sport certificate will have 

access to all parts of the Cessna Sport/Private 

Pilot Course, and you can easily move into the 

private-pilot-only segments of the course when 

ready. (We’ll talk more about the different types 

of pilot certificates later.)

 The Web-based system keeps track of all 

aspects of your training and allows you and your 

instructor to monitor your 

progress. Best of all, you 

can complete lessons and 

review training materials 

at any time, day or night, 

from any place you have 

access to the Internet. And 

since the entire program is Web-based, updates 

from Cessna are made instantly, with no need 

to keep track of replacement materials or worry 

you aren’t using the most up-to-date lessons. 

 See for yourself; you can now preview and 

purchase the new Cessna Flight Training System 

at www.cessnaflighttraining.com/demo.

on-line training 
you can access from anywhere



oKaY, so You HaVe Questions. How long will it 

take? How much will it cost? What qualifications 

do you need to get started? 

 The FAA has a few simple prerequisites for 

those wanting to become a pilot. You must be 

16 years old to get a student certificate and 17 to 

get your pilot certificate. (There is no maximum 

age limit.) You must be able to 

read, speak, and comprehend 

English. You must be in good 

health. And you need to meet 

some in-flight time requirements 

(depending on the kind of pilot 

certificate), pass a written knowledge test, and, 

when you’re ready, pass a practical test with an 

FAA examiner. That’s it.

 Training requirements differ, depending on 

which part of the federal regulations your center 

operates under and the type of pilot certificate 

you pursue. For example, the FAA requires at 

least 40 hours of flight time under Part 61 for a 

Private Pilot Certificate, but schools operating 

under Part 141 require fewer—only 35 hours. 

The real-world average is closer to 60 hours.

 How long it takes you to log those hours 

depends on a number of factors, including the 

amount of time you can devote to training, so it 

varies widely. The average is six 

to seven months. Costs vary as 

well; the type of aircraft, fuel 

costs, and local conditions can 

all impact the total. In all, you 

can expect to invest from $5,000 

to $12,000 in getting your pilot certificate.

 What kind of certificate should you get? 

There a several initial pilot certificates, each 

with their own privileges and restrictions. The 

most common are the Private Pilot and Sport 

Pilot.  Before you make a decision, keep reading. 

We’ll tell you a little more about these two.

the path to 
pilot certification
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You’ll need a few hours 
of night flight training, 

including a cross-country 
flight of more than 100nm, 

plus 10 takeoffs and  
landings to a full stop 

at an airport, with each 
landing involving 

flight in the pattern.

Requirements include  
solo cross-country time 
and a flight of at least 

150nm total distance with 
full-stop landings at  

three points and one leg  
of the flight consisting 

of a straight-line distance 
of 50nm between  

takeoff and landing. 

In-flight training with 
an instructor introduces 
you to takeoffs, landings, 
and pattern operations. 

Supervised practice helps 
you build competence and 
confidence in your piloting 

skills as you prepare 
for your first solo flight. 

pre-solo

1

Become familiar with 
your aircraft and learn 

all about weather, ground 
procedures, servicing, 

use of checklists, and the 
paperwork required to fly.  

Get to know the cockpit, 
practice engine run-up 

and shut-down, and more.

post-solo &
Cross-CountrY

2

Learn about airports and 
airspace, study air traffic 

control clearance and 
communications, and 

master navigation charts 
and publications. Plus,  

review all you’ve learned 
in preparation for the  

written knowledge exam.

nigHt 
FligHts

3

Learn all about 
emergency operations, 
including emergency 

descent, approach, and 
landing; systems 
emergencies; and 

emergencies involving 
equipment and gear.
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*minimum total FligHt training time reQuired bY Far part 61. Hours FloWn maY satisFY more tHan one reQuirement.
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Fly for the joy of it,
and stay safe 

by maintaining 
your proficiency.

Learn to maneuver the 
airplane solely by 

reference to instruments, 
and spend a few hours 
(within 60 days of your 

exam) in preparation for  
the practical test, or 

“checkride,” administered 
by an FAA examiner.

test prep &
maneuVers

4

Study ground reference 
maneuvers, including 
rectangular courses, 
S-turns across roads, 

and turns around a point. 
Review all lessons in 

preparation for 
your practical exam 

with an FAA examiner.

You’re 
a pilot

5

Pilots never stop learning 
to fly. Frequenting 

your Cessna Pilot Center 
is a great way to keep 
your skills sharp and 
learn from those who 

have done it all before.

WHat’s neXt?

>

Enhance your life as a 
pilot and gain even more 

confidence in your 
abilities by adding ratings 
and endorsements to your 
pilot certification at your 

Cessna Pilot Center.

Additional Ratings
and Endorsements
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TOTAL: 40 HOURS MIN.*6 HOURS

getting up there from down here: pilot training at a glance

With additional training, 
you can add 

these ratings, and more:

Instrument
Multi-Engine

Multi-Engine/Instrument
Flight Instructor

Flight Instructor/Instrument

sport 2 HOURS5 HOURS15 HOURS TOTAL: 20 HOURS MIN.*3 HOURS
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there’s a whole wide world 
out there most people will never see. places only a pilot can go. those who 
accept the challenge of becoming a pilot experience the planet in a new 
way. and the sense that their lives are connected to some higher purpose 
doesn’t end when they return to the ground. give both your spirit and body 
the chance to soar. live up to your potential. rise.





Pilot sPeak

Becoming a pilot means speaking like a pilot, too. While 
it’s not exactly a secret language, the alphabet used to 
communicate clearly over the radio takes some practice.

 a Pilot’s alPhabet

a Alpha n November 

b Bravo o Oscar

C Charlie P Papa

D Delta q Quebec

e Echo R Romeo

F Foxtrot s Sierra

g Golf t Tango

h Hotel u Uniform

i India v Victor

J Juliet W Whiskey

K Kilo X X-Ray

l Lima Y Yankee

m Mike Z Zulu








